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(By Hand)
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Don’t tempt bad karma: you’re free to use this for zillions of gifts for loved

ones or strangers, but don’t sell the pattern, and don’t sell the hedgies.

Make these in polar fleece or felted wool for a palm-sized,
cuddly hedgehog of your very own. You’ll need:

 5” x 6” bit for the body (cut 2 hedgie bods)
 4” x 3” bit for the belly (cut 1 hedgie belly)
 24” x 1.5” strip for the spines, color 1
 24” x 1.5” strip for the spines, color 2
 Stuffing (polyfil, cotton, or wool)
 Bit of black floss for a nose
 Bit of colored floss for eyes
 Handsewing thread that blends with the body color
 Needle, pins, scissors, beeswax, thimble

Customize your hedgie as you choose. For instance, I chose tan for the body, pink for the
belly, and medium and dark chocolate brown for the spines.

Sew two body pieces, right sides together, from the rump, over the body, to the mark on
the belly. Backstitch securely. Trim slightly around the snout for easier turning.

Match the line on the belly to the rump seam; match the dot to the belly mark on the
body. Stitch in the belly piece, leaving about 1” open on a straight stretch for turning.

Turn right side out, using a slender point (chopstick, dull pencil) to push the snout tip out
fully (trim a bit more if needed.) Stuff body firmly.

Use a small, repeated back stitch to build a little mound of black bridging the seam at the
tip of the snout. Use a small, repeated back stitch to build a little mount for each eye,
placing them about 3/8” from the central seam, just above the curve of the snout (use
your best judgment.) Add more stuffing to the body if desired.

Use a tiny whip stitch to close the belly/body seam.

Trim the spine strips to length according to the template (remember, each is cut on a fold
of the cloth!) Prepare by stacking pairs of strips (color 1 and color 2), working a running
stitch down the center. Knot one end between the strips, and leave about 12” of thread on
the other.

Using sharp scissors, snip from the long edges toward the center gathering line of each
strip, every 1/4” or so, to create “spines.” Gently draw up the gathering, ruffling the spin
strip, and position it on the hedgie body, using a very spaced backstitch through the strips
and body to tack each spiny row firmly to the hedgie.

The rump spines will usually fit best worked in a horseshoe shape centered on the back
central seam. Position the snout-ward spines fairly close to the eyes/face. The mid-back
spines will generally suit if brought directly over the tallest part of the hedgie. Play with
positioning to suit yourself.

Add other details (hairbows, hats, jewelry, etc) as desired, and enjoy your new hedgie!
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